
Zivame.com, India’s leading online lingerie brand achieves 
multi-fold uplift in customer engagement & revenue using 
cmercury email automation suite.

Email Marketing transformation 
- Case analysis.



Zivame launched in 2011, is India’s leading online 
lingerie store which offers a variety of 5,000 styles, 
50 brands and with a valuation of $100 million. 
Zivame.com, now have more than 5 million followers 
and more than a million visitors per day.
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Customer
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The 
Challenge

Voluminous and unstructured customer email database.

Plummeting customer engagement from email promotions.

Drop in email inbox placements (mails getting delivered to 
spam folder)

Shrinking revenue from email marketing.

Mass mailing leading to customer fatigue and higher cost.

Missing customer insights.



The 
Approach

Data Acquistion

Engagement & Retention 

Email data hygiene check and filtering out invalid email records.

Creating customer cohorts based on customer landing page 
behaviour ( web analytical data) & demograhic data contextual 
email campaigns created for customer cohorts 

USECASE: Registered but non transacted women who browsed pyjamas 
in the last 90 days, were targeted with exclusive pyjama offers 

Educating the customer on the best email practises in data 
acquisition, enagagement & retention. 
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As a marketer if you truly believe in the power of email marketing, you should be smart enough to 

act on every response  of your customer; either could be someone opening your email, a product 

browse through, or a complaint even

…............ we should never neglect  the fact  the customer  has been gracious enough to share 

her  email address with your brand 

Jacob M George
CEO | cmercury

Reengagement 

Custom campaigns created for  the non responders cohorts.

USECASE: All customers who have not opened a promotional email in 
the last  60  days.
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Technical capabilities 
deployed

Advisory  services 
deployed

cmercury email data hygiene tools.

Email deliverability consulting. 

cmercury list manager for email  data tabling.

Creative and data optimisation.

cmercury audience builder ( smart segments ).

Sender reputation building.

cmercury campaign  deployment & analytics.

Email best practises consulting.

Isolated email deliverablity infrastructure.
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Methodology
Approach

Result
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Result
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Smart 
Email Campaigns 
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Take Away

2X uplift in revenue from email campaigns.

Increase in open rate up to 15%.

Improved inbox placements.

Minimal customer complaints and reduced customer churn 
rates.

Improved sales.

Delightful customer experience.

Testimonial
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